
GOATMILK 2015 SECOND HAND: PROGRAMME 

SECOND HAND: permanent workshops, pubs, teahouse & shops 

 

New! second hand shop, every day, Seventh Str., at the small bridge, 11.00-20.00 

This shop differs from the second hand shops that surround us. Bring an object you are not 

using anymore and donate it to the shop. New Culture Foundation will start a new initiative 

with the funds collected by sales – SECOND HAND Academy. To learn more – come in place. 

 

pubs: 

Didi&Gergana – at the Kazan – every day lunch 13.00 – 15.00, dinner 19.00 – 21.00 

Slavcho&Valeri – The Pub - every day lunch 13.00 -15.00, dinner 19.00 – 21.00 

 

slow food workshop& shop: Siyka's yard – every day 10.00-14.00, 16.00-18.00 

 

festival shop & tea house: White Shirts hall - every day 11.00-13.00, 15.00-19.00 

 

PROGRAM 

FRIDAY MAY 22 

 

9.00 

Morning Yoga with Mina (India/Finnland) 

Minna lives in Munger, India, where she is undergoing training in yoga and sannyasa. 

Previously, she tried to make peace in war-torn countries - Bosnia, Kosovo, Northern Ireland 

and Afghanistan. Now she focuses on peace within; a future project involves introducing tools 

of yoga to people suffering from war trauma. 

blue hall 

 

10.00 

Turkish coffee – storytelling workshop with Adem Murat (Turkey/Czech 

Republic) 

Fortunetelling with coffee is an art of storytelling where the imagination of the storyteller 

combines with the imagination of the listener –thus old symbols and myths are bought back 

to life and new meaning and story are born. Adem Murat was inspired for this workshop by 

the stories of women in his own family and by the special rituals of making and drinking 

coffee at home. 

pavilion, max 10 people 

 

13.00 

Slow Food Bela Rechka 

home-made pastry for banitsa workshop in lelya Siyka’s house with local women 

It’s always fun to mess your hands with flour. Your personal experience and rediscovery of 

the magic to touch the dough, the rolling pin and fire. 

lelya Siyka’s house 

 

14.00 

The Singing Society of Bela Rechka 

Each year since 2008 we sing again and again the old songs recorded by New Culture 

Foundation during the first meeting with the women of Bela Rechka in 2003. Milevka, 



Nikolina and Todorka are not amongst us today but their voices are with us. In this singing 

workshop was born also the hymn of Goatmilk Festival. This year two women from Bela 

Rechka will teach us their two favorite songs. 

pavilion 

 

16.00 – 18.00 GOATMILK for KIDS 

Yoga for kids and fairytales with Eli (Eli Koleva) and Lina (Angelina Rangelova) – space for 

the youngest guests of the festival. 

white hall 

 

16.00 – 17.00 

MEGPIE’S NEST – the winner of the Open call 

Workshop with the authors Priscilla Howe (professional storyteller and folktale collector), 

Eireene Nealand (an award-winning writer and teacher of creative writing) and Megan 

Lueneburg (an American architect, studying anthropology). 

Writers, it’s said, are magpies. Once upon a time, village storytelling was the ultimate place 

for collecting, recycling and weaving together old and new experiences. At the Bela Rechka 

Festival our storytelling team asks participants of the Goat Milk festival to help collect story-

fragments, folk tales, and objects into our magpie’s nest. In a six part writing workshop 

spread over three days, you, the holders of our stories will literally weave together the literal, 

fantastical, mythical aspects of your lives using ribbons, thread, ink, yarn, goat hair, and your 

own voices. 

veranda 

 

16.00 

Tsifteteli– Traditional Dance Academy with Murat 

Tsifteteli (Greek: τσιφτετέλι; Turkish: Çiftetelli) is a rhythm and dance of Anatolia and the 

Balkans with a rhythmic pattern of 2/4. In Turkish the word means "double stringed", taken 

from the violin playing style that is practiced in this kind of music. There are suggestions that 

the dance already existed in ancient Greece, known as the Aristophanic dance Cordax. 

However it is widespread in Greece and Turkey, but also in the whole former Ottoman 

Empire region. For the first time in Bela Rechka Murat (professional dancer and musician) 

will teach this dance in a series of workshops every day during the festival. Price of one 

workshop: 10 BGN, price for the whole Academy with 3 workshops: 20 BGN 

big hall 

 

17.30 

“White Shirts from Bela Rechka”– 10 years later– opening exhibition of Galina 

Ivanova 

”One shirt for me, the others – for gifts” 

10 years ago Galina Ivanova created her first artistic project “White Shirts from Bela Rechka”, 

inspired by the names of the women who made the white shirts in the past (Ivana, Maria, 

Bogdana, Milevka, Sofikya, Nikolina, Tima, Dona, Nadezhda, Petra) as well as by their purity 

and simplicity. Another inspiration have been the words of Todorka: “When I put the white 

shirt on, I feel better, somehow richer”. During the last 10 years the project developed with 

old and new shirts and always added new elements. Inspired by the first family meeting last 

year of the Denov Family in Bela Rechka and rediscovering a new Todorka sentence “One 

shirt for me, all others – for gifts”, Galina is developing now the project with focusing on the 

old photos and stories in the Denov family about making, wearing and giving shirts as gifts. 



The exhibition includes old and new shirts as well. 

white shirts hall 

 

19.00 

GOATMILK 2015 Opening 

Presentation of the Winners in the Open Call Second Hand, annual awards for volunteering 

GOATMILK 

big hall 

 

20.00 

Film Screening LISTEN 

The documentary LISTEN (76m) by Diana Ivanova ( Debut Award for Director at the Golden 

Rython Festival Plovdiv 2014) tells as main narrative the story of Radio Free Europe – 

established by US in Germany after the Second World War and considered the biggest enemy 

of communist Bulgaria. But there is also another narrative – through stories of listeners, 

State Security officers, radio journalists, unknown archives – about truth and propaganda 

before 1989 and about our ability to feel the suffering of others. In that sense, this is film also 

about Northwestern Bulgaria at the end of the 80s. Exactly this narrative inspires New 

Culture Foundation to initiate several events during the festival. More about the film: 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Чуй-Listen/585109204948110 

big hall 

 

22.00 

Concert: Valmon&Junior Cardoso (Brasil) 

VALMON and Júnior Cardoso have designed their individual and style in a unique fusion of 

modern Música Popular Brasileira and its countless rythms like Afoxé, Baião, Maracatú and 

Samba with elements of Jazz and Mystic Rock - timeless and independent, modern and 

traditional, soft and wild. They personify an almost magic symbiosis which is representing 

the explosive power of a vulcan, spiritual sensuality, poetic ballads - and the wonderful 

Brazilian joy of life. 

big hall 

 

24.00 

Reading by candlelight “When they took my name” 

“Because the prisons were full with Turks proclaimed against the forced assimilation, 

around us in every village of the district Mihailovgrad lived at least one family or person 

interned." Anthology "When they took my name" is the first literary collection that gathers 

the traumatic experience of Bulgarian Turks in the times of their forcible renaming. 

Northwestern Bulgaria is also a silent participant in this process as a place where many of 

these people have been displaced. 

This reading is late, but sincere expression of our commitment to the tragedy with the 

deprival the names of Bulgarian Turks, as this process passed silently in our homelands in 

Northwestern Bulgaria. Everyone is invited to read one or more pieces from the book that 

will be available. 

at the bell 

 

SATURDAY MAY 23 

 

8.00 



Discover Bela Rechka – historical walk in the mountain with a local guide 

meeting point: pavilion 

 

9.00 

Morning Yoga with Mina (India/Finnland) 

blue hall 

 

10.00 

Bulgarian Dance 

Lessons for newcomers and advanced in traditional horo-dance (to feel at home for the 

village dance on 24thof May!) Two simple dances (Dunavsko &P ravo) and one less simple 

(Chichovata). With two local teachers who spent their young years with horo-dances! 

big hall 

 

11.00 

Discussion: The Second Life of Trauma. The place of Northwestern Bulgaria in 

the process of forceful renaming of Bulgarian Turks in the 80s. About silence 

and breaking the silence. 

Between 1984 and 1989 the Bulgarian communist government forced Bulgaria’s Turkish 

community – 900,000 people or 10 percent of the country's population, to change their 

names with Slavic ones. This assimilation campaign was sold to the ethnic Bulgarian majority 

as an attempt for national “revival” and was called by the authorities the “The Revival 

Process”. The ideology behind the term (originally used for the less publicized attempts at 

assimilation of the Pomaks in the early 1970s) was the claim that the targeted minority had 

originally been Bulgarian before its conversion during the Ottoman rule. Thus, the 

assimilation was supposedly justified by it being a restoration of the population's original 

"real" identity. During the campaign which happened in the South of Bulgaria there were no 

news in the media. Nobody knew about the use of violence. Many Bulgarian Turks who 

protested the change of their names were forcefully separated from their families and 

displaced in other areas of Bulgaria- especially in Northwestern Bulgaria where there are 

almost no Bulgarian Turks. What happened here? How the local population received the 

newcomers? How local people responded to the tragedy? These questions have not been 

asked and explored till now, more than 25 years after. 

With the participation of: Zlatko Enev, editor of “Liberal Review”, Berlin, d-r Vihren 

Chernokozhev, co-author and editor of the book “When they took my name”,Mihail Gruev, 

historian, Evelina Kelbecheva, historian, Mariana Assenova, Diana Ivanova, New Culture 

Foundation 

Big Hall 

 

11.00 – 13.00 GOATMILK for KIDS 

Yoga for kids and fairytales with Eli (Eli Koleva) and Lina (Angelina Rangelova) – space for 

the youngest guests of the festival. 

white hall 

 

13.00 

Slow Food Bela Rechka 

home-made pastry for banitsa workshop in lelya Siyka’s house 

It’s always fun to mess your hands with flour. Your personal experience and rediscovery of 

the magic to touch the dough, the rolling pin and fire. 



lelya Siyka’s house 

 

15.00 

Workshop:Mask – a second look. Part One. 

The first look. Sometimes we believe the first look is enough. But if we can allow ourselves a 

second look it can open new doors. When we look at ourselves into the mirror, we see the face 

that we show to others. If we feel good or bad at the moment – not everybody can see that 

and not everybody must see that, although we would love to be seen as accepted as we are. In 

this workshop of creating a mask the participants can explore both sides – outside and inside. 

In the first part we will make carefully the masks with gypsum. In the next second part we 

will paint individually the outer and inner parts of the masks. Maybe we would love to share 

this with each other, maybe we will experience surprises... 

Ludger Bönsch works as an art therapist in Cologne, Germany. He believes the most 

important for everybody in life is to develop their individuality. Max. Number of people: 15 

blue hall 

 

15.00 

Workshop: The Propaganda and Me 

Our GOATMILK coordinator Kaloyan Assenov changed Varshets with London. Now he 

comes especially for the festival to share with us his firsthand experience and to invite us to 

an unexpected journey towards ourselves.“My cultural shock in my new life here was this 

one – no one is talking with their neighbors. This is hard for me. I would love to understand 

better the culture I carry with myself and to compare with what I find around me. The 

question about my attitude toward my neighbor is part of the question about my attitude 

toward myself.” 

white shirts hall 

 

16.00 -20.00 

MEGPIE’S NEST – the winner of the Open call 

Workshop with the authors Priscilla Howe (professional storyteller and folktale collector), 

Eireene Nealand (an award-winning writer and teacher of creative writing) and Megan 

Lueneburg (an American architect, studying anthropology). 

veranda 

 

16.00 

Tsifteteli– Traditional Dance Academy with Murat 

Price of one workshop: 10 BGN, price for the whole Academy with 3 workshops: 20 BGN 

big hall 

 

17.00 

Group: The power of Imagination in Healing Trauma 

In the trauma psychotherapy a special attention is given to the feeling of security and stability 

that the traumatized person has to find inside. In this group session each participant can 

experience finding such place inside them. Martin Dietrich, trauma and group 

psychotherapist in Bonn, Germany, will lead the participants in this experience with some 

special imagination exercises developed in the trauma therapy. These exercises are best 

suited also for healthy people. All you need is to find a comfortable place, close your eyes and 

follow the voice. At the end, you can share your experiences with the others, if you wish. 



In English with Bulgarian translation 

white hall 

 

18.00 

Workshop with local craftsmen “in the backyard” 

Do you want to take a memory from the GOATMILK with you? Or do you want to make 

something and leave it as a present for the festival? Two local craftsmen from Bela Rechka 

will help you to make a personal souvenir from old abandoned wood. Take some comfortable 

old clothes. And bring some symbolic small gift for the masters. 

back yard 

 

18.30 

Recycling the Meaning– Exhibition Opening and Talk with Galina Dimitrova-

Dimova and Plamen Dimov 

"Last year with my wife we bought a house in Bela Rechka. In the barn of the house we found 

piles of photographs from exhibitions at the Former House of Soviet Science and Culture in 

Sofia. The former owner worked there and took them after the exhibition finished in order to 

do some work with them, a kind of recycling. Some are large sheets of plywood, others have 

wooden frames." Part of these old photographs we can see now exposed in the entrance of the 

festival building. And here are some more questions that Plamen asks us: "The archive is 

pure communist propaganda material, but the pictures are full with people. Faces, places and 

colors - a whole world. Can we just erase it? Can we look for a new meaning to recycle, not to 

resurrect but maybe to save the souls of the pictures, if you like to put it that way? Are we not 

obliged to test our ability to find meaning when it is most difficult? " 

festival lobby 

 

18.30 

She – from Bulgaria, He – Ocean Deep 

Bulgarian language course for beginners: a short demonstration of learning Bulgarian via 

Suggestopedia, the method developed by the Bulgarian psychiatrist and brain physiologist, 

Professor Doctor Georgi Lozanov. The demonstration will be led by Vanina Bodurova, a 

suggestopedia teacher and Vladislav Damyanov, philologist. 

How could we use the potential of the unused capacities of our brain/mind? How to learn at 

least three to five times faster, easier and use the acquired knowledge in a creative way? How 

to have better motivation to learn, to feel the joy of learning and experience the inner 

freedom? The answer is in the Seven Laws – (conditio-sine-qua- non) of Suggestopedia. The 

method,which is one of the the Bulgarian contributions to world education was developed by 

D-r Lozanov more than 40 years ago. The Laws are: Love; Freedom; Conviction of the 

Teacher that Something Unusual is Taking Place; Manifold Increase of Input Volume; 

Global-Partial, Partial-Global; Partial through Global; The Golden Proportion; Use of 

Classical Art and Aesthetics. 

big hall 

 

20.00 

Film Screenings: The invisible trauma 

GOATMILK continues the tradition of showing old Bulgarian documentaries whose real life 

starts long after their official screening- as if these films were made to be viewed precisely 

today. Some of the films were forbidden, some – not made for public viewing at all. In this 

selection we add a special screening of the new documentary “Plamen” about the young artist 



who set himself on fire 2013 as a form of political protest. In this way past and present merge 

together and the questions about the invisible trauma in our daily life remains open. 

 

In the name of sport (1983, 32', Directed by Adela Peeva) 

One of the films of Adela Peeva banned during the communist regime in Bulgaria. The film 

reveals the hidden from the public inhuman methods of training of the elite athletes seeking 

to prove at all prices the advantage in sports of the so-called „most human society”. Already 

before it was finished, the film and all the resource materials were confiscated. The first 

public projection of the film was after the democratic changes in Bulgaria and took place in 

1989. In 1990 it received the Award of the Film Critic at the National Non-fiction Film 

Festival “Golden Rython”. 

A simple day (1980s, 20', Ministry of Interior, Directed by Mladen Nestorov) 

This is the first public screening of the film. The film is a so called “training film” produced 

only for internal use by the Communist Ministry of Interior in the early 80s. The film was not 

intended for public screenings. The film portrays one day in the life of Bulgarian militia in 

Sofia. Starring Rashko Mladenov. The film is part of the project "The Unknown Film Archives 

of Bulgarian State Security." 

In Bulgarian, with English subtitles 

Plamen (2015, 17', Director Andre Andreev) 

In 2013 Plamen Goranov, a 37-year-old photographer and construction worker from Varna, 

Bulgaria set himself on fire as a form of political protest. PLAMEN (also meaning "flame" in 

Bulgarian) explores what led the young activist to his protest and ultimately to his death, thus 

setting a disturbing trend of self-immolations in Bulgaria. 

http://www.plamengoranovfilm.com/ 

Audience Award Thessaloniki Film Festival 2015 

big hall 

 

23.00 

Concert: Severozapadnyatsite 

Severozapadnyatsite (people living in North-West) perform ethno-pop-rock-punk, musically 

and textually harmonized with Northwestern Balkan motifs. Because they want to return to 

their roots and to give a second life to the dialect of their ancestors. Every one of the text is 

based on a hidden real Northwestern story, including from Bela Rechka - "tree without roots 

does not grow." 

Who are Severozapadnyatsite: 

Ivan Kostov – guitar, vocalist, brass 

Milen Venkov - drums 

Nikolay Venkov - bass 

Lybomir Panayotov – guitar, back-vocalist 

Nikoletka Dimitrova – back-vocalist 

Kiril Makedonski - trumpet 

big hall 

 

SUNDAY MAY 24 

 

8.00 

Discover Bela Rechka – historical walk in the mountain with a local guide 

meeting point: pavilion 

 



9.00 

Morning Yoga with Mina (India/Finnland) 

blue hall 

 

10.00 

Bulgarian Dance 

Big Hall 

 

10.00 

Loughter yoga (or hasyayoga) with Lina (Angelina Rangelova) 

It is practice which combines unconditional laughter with yoga breathing. 

white hall 

 

11.00 – 12.00 

MEGPIE’S NEST – the winner of the Open call 

Workshop with the authors Priscilla Howe (professional storyteller and folktale collector), 

Eireene Nealand (an award-winning writer and teacher of creative writing) and Megan 

Lueneburg (an American architect, studying anthropology). 

veranda 

 

11.00 

Workshop: Mask – a second look. Part Two. 

In this second part of the workshop people will paint individually the inner and outer part of 

the already created masks. Maybe there will be a wish to share that with others, maybe there 

will be some surprises? 

Ludger Bönsch works as an art therapist in Cologne, Germany. He believes the most 

important for everybody in life is to develop their individuality. Max. Number of people: 15 

blue hall 

 

11.00 

Photography and Meditation: talk with Babak Salari 

After one year stay in India, where he learned Yoga and Meditation, Canadian-Iranian 

photographer Babak Salari is coming back to GOATMILK. Most people in Bela Rechka 

connect him with the project “Traumas and Miracles. Portraits from Northwestern Bulgaria”. 

In this talk Babak Salari shares his new ideas iabout photography nfluenced by India. 

More about Babak Salari http://babaksalari.com/ 

big hall 

 

12.00 

Recycling: Artists Talk with Brazilian Artists Valmon & Junior Cardoso. 

Presented by Vera Wieschermann (Germany). 

Brazilian Musicians Valmon & Junior Cardoso are coming to Bela Rechka inspired by the 

topic of Second Hand. They work on different recycling projects in Brazil and Germany. Vera 

Wieschermann, manager of their European tour, also a recycling artist, presents them in an 

open talk about the hidden beauty of garbage and other stories. 

white hall / backyard 

 

13.00 

Slow Food Bela Rechka 



home-made pastry for banitsa workshop in lelya Siyka’s house 

It’s always fun to mess your hands with flour. Your personal experience and rediscovery of 

the magic to touch the dough, the rolling pin and fire. 

lelya Siyka’s house 

 

14.00 

Concert Brass Orchestra Varshets 

Varshetz brass band of Mitko Peev was established in 1971, in his best years it reached 32 

people and has won 4 gold national medals. In the 70s the orchestra has been conducted even 

by the patriarch of brass bands Diko Iliev. They are loved by all and are our brand each year. 

They play horo-dances, overtures, suites. They have a dance, Varshtechkoto or Belorechkoto 

which is played left. See what happens in Bela Rechka as they play it. Instruments: trumpet, 

flugelhorn, clarinet, saxophone, percussion. 

on the square 

 

16.00 

Tsifteteli– Traditional Dance Academy with Murat 

Price of one workshop: 10 BGN, price for the whole Academy with 3 workshops: 20 BGN 

big hall 

 

18.00 

Presentation & Exhibition: Traces from the Ottoman Era in Bulgaria: A Personal 

Encounter with a Small Library in 14 Languages in Chirpan 

In 2010, translator Boris Deliradev learned that the library in Chirpan, South-central 

Bulgaria, where he was born, had an unknown number of unidentified books dating back to 

the Ottoman era. He eventually found 182 books in fourteen languages. Intrigued, Boris set 

out to research them and will share his findings with us. Some of the books will be on 

view. “Going through so many pages in so many languages was a special experience, and it 

wouldn’t be an overstatement to say that it changed my understanding of Ottoman and 

Bulgarian history.” 

big Hall 

 

18.00 

She – from Bulgaria, He – ocean deep 

Bulgarian language for beginners: course-presentation based on Suggestopedia method with 

Vanina Bodurova, suggestopedia teacher and Vladislav Damyanov philologist. 

white hall 

 

20.00 

Film Screenings 

“Gekommen, um zu bleiben” (2014, 13′, Austria, Thomas Lindermayer & Antina 

Zlatkova) 

In the late '60s the first “gastarbeiter” from Turkey and Yugoslavia started coming to Austria. 

Now, over 50 years later, they and their families are still living and working in Vienna. 

"Gekommen, um zu bleiben" ("Here to stay") is a portrait of two such families and the way 

the recruitment agreement affected their life through four generations. After the film there 

will be a short talk with the authors. 

In German, with Bulgarian and English subtitles. 

“Soul food stories”(2013, 69',Tonislav Hristov, Bulgaria/Finnland ) 



In the Bulgarian village of Satovcha, there are as many philosophies of life as there are 

inhabitants. Orthodox Bulgarians and Islamic Turks live here alongside gypsies and 

communists. Violent conflicts are a thing of the past, and the villagers are united by friendly 

clubs they have set up themselves. Soul Food Stories zooms in on seven members of one of 

these clubs – all men, who meet regularly and say they can solve all the world's problems 

over a good meal. The food they always have at the meetings works as a lubricant. They begin 

to talk when food is served, and finish talking when eating is over. This documentary is itself 

like ‘soul food’, which enables audiences to savor the confused history of Bulgaria by 

encountering it placidly and cheerfully at a small table, in a small town. 

In Bulgarian, with English translation 

Sin embargo (2003, 49’, Australia, Directed by Judith Grey) 

After the revolution of 1959 and the U.S. embargo that followed, the people of Cuba were left 

to fend for themselves. Deprived of even the most basic goods, they scavenge the alleys and 

scrap heaps, giving new vitality to the discarded. Their recycled products are often 

remarkably ingenious and creative. For Andres the sculptor, Tomas the canary breeder, and 

the other subjects of Sin Embargo, even the greatest pressure – whether levied by 

government or circumstance – cannot crush the spirit nor quash the desire to forge a better 

life for themselves and their families. Shot entirely in Cuba, Sin Embargo is a look into the 

hearts and dreams of struggling peoples and a tribute to their optimistic and resourceful 

determination to survive. 

Best Documentary, Festival de Cine de Granada, Spain, 2003 

in Spanish and English 

big hall 

 

20.30 

Artist Talk with Nikola Mihov: Presentation of the project (RE)FORGET YOUR 

PAST 

Forget Your Past is a photography project by Nikola Mihov that started in 2009 and was 

produced as a book in 2012. It traces the fate of the most important communist-era 

monuments in Bulgaria. Until now, the project has been shown at the GOATMILK Festival 

and in many places in Europe including London Photomonth, the Month of the Photography 

in Bratislava, Amsterdam ect. 

In 2014 Nikola Mihov gave a copy of the book to some of the leading Bulgarian contemporary 

artists and asked them to transform it into their own artwork. The photographer will present 

now this “second life” of his book. Nikola will present, some of those unique objects at Bela 

Rechka for the first time. 

white hall 

 

22.00 

Music of the body / Concert under the stars with Amara + 

In this experimental concert under the skies of Bela Rechka the musicians from Amara + will 

try to connect classical music with Sanskrit mantras associated with various energy centers in 

the body. In this journey of sound and energy we will be guided by Nikolay Kumanov - first 

violin, Valentin Toshev - viola and their colleagues from Amara +. 

Diana and Galya’s barn 

 

24.00 

Poetry Reading with candles 

Every year Bela Rechka gathers many people who write. Now is the time to read something 



from the own diary and books or just to share with others favorite verses. Everybody is 

welcome to read! Bring some printed or hand written pages with poetry and give them to 

somebody – as a gift – till next GOATMILK. 

backyard 

 

 


